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Going further with your 

learning…
Write a ‘day in the life of a Roman child’

diary entry.

Visit Rougemont Castle and Gardens in

Exeter to look at Roman ruins and walls.

Sticky Knowledge:

• It is believed that Rome was created by two brothers, Romulus and

Remus who were abandoned after they were born.

• The Romans were powerful because of the strength and skills of the

their army.

• Julius Caesar was one of the the best-known Roman leaders. He

extended the empire through invading other lands.

• Boudicca was a Celtic queen who led a revolt against the Roman

Empire.

• Romans used to eat food like dormice dipped in honey.

• Romans wore togas.

• When the Romans came to Britain, they developed society by

creating roads, a written language (which was Latin), introduced

coins and created aqueducts.
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Going further with your 

learning…

Could you create a chart or graph to 

record all the sounds you hear whilst 

out on a walk or at home?

Sticky Knowledge:

• Christmas music is enjoyed by many because it is familiar and it

releases serotonin in our brains which makes us feel happy.

• Sounds can be described as loud, soft, high or low.

• Sound comes from vibrations. These vibrations create sound waves

which move through mediums such as air and water before reaching

our ears.

• Sound travels with a speed of 767 miles per hour.

• Dogs can hear at a higher frequency as compared to humans.

• Our ear drums vibrate in a similar way to the original sources of the

vibrations, allowing us to hear many different sounds.

• Sound becomes quieter the further away you are from the source.


